If I told you my feet were cold,

So why do I set standards

My feet have traveled

you’d be inclined to believe me

30,000 feet above my head?

everywhere

If I told you my feet were on fire,

When it keeps me up and contemplate

like drug money

you would think I’m deceiving

filling my head with lead

in a rubber band!

But if I speak in code,

Because I’m a mortal man,

there’s no telling who would

I need the ice

I’m not immortal, man

to give my feet the

I want to create something that lasts

healing that it needs

longer than mortals man

But I can’t depend on

I want these words on the page

illiterate people to read

to create portals man

the signs I’ve been showing,

try to decipher
And retrieve the message or
sleep like a newborn with a pacifier
So I tell them my feet are “coal’d”
yet they supply me socks
I tell them my feet are getting
“coal’der” they give me shoes with
soles of grimy rock
I tell ‘em my feet are “coal’d”,
they smile and hand me a blanket

Between the spiritual
and the natural,
but I’m just a mortal man x2
If I told you my feet were cold,
you’d believe me denying

you go past it like
a bad driver
It’s not that deep,
you pretentious,
wannabe scuba diver!

I’m filled with spite,but I’m forced

If I told you my feet were burning,

to say thank you and take it

you’d think I was simply lying

I walk away and look at my feet,

If I speak in a metaphor,

it’s so red I keep neglecting,

I question if you have the patience

claiming the pain is in my head

You don’t want the explanation so

Even the hitchhiker is careful of

I give you the exclamation

where he treads

I say my feet are “coal’d”,

Even the biggest doctor

you pour warm water

keeps track of their meds

I say my feet are “coal’der”

Even the party animal

so you make the temperature hotter

made of burning coal

can choose to read instead

I say my feet are even “coal’der”,

Need foundation for my soul (sole)

I’m looked at like the boy who cried wolf,

Seems like no one understands

I promise I’m telling the truth

So they have me

My words are not connecting

carry out their plans

like a bad Bluetooth

But if they take more than a glance

I tell them “My feet are ‘coal’d’!

They will realize

Why can’t you understand?

I’m just a mortal man

Even the biggest athletes need
eight hours to the bed
Even Jesus took three days to
rise from the dead
Even though he knew Lazarus
to die he still wept

Do I have to spell it out
so you offer solutions
that aren’t dumb?
C-O-A-L-D
but you’re too late,
my feet are numb
Bandages on my feet
Walking barefoot on the street
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